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Abstract

Background
The anti–human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) monoclonal antibody trastuzumab improves outcomes in patients with node-positive HER2+ early breast cancer. Given trastuzumab’s high cost, we aimed to estimate its cost-effectiveness by heterogeneity in age and estrogen receptor (ER) and progesterone receptor (PR) status, which has previously been unexplored, to assist prioritisation.

Methods and Findings
A cost-utility analysis was performed using a Markov macro-simulation model, with a lifetime horizon, comparing a 12-mo regimen of trastuzumab with chemotherapy alone using the latest (2014) effectiveness measures from landmark randomised trials. A New Zealand (NZ) health system perspective was adopted, employing high-quality national administrative data.

Incremental quality-adjusted life-years for trastuzumab versus chemotherapy alone are two times higher (2.33 times for the age group 50–54 y; 95% CI 2.29–2.37) for the worst prognosis (ER−/PR−) subtype compared to the best prognosis (ER+/PR+) subtype, causing incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs) for the former to be less than half those of the latter for the age groups from 25–29 to 90–94 y (0.44 times for the age group 50–54 y; 95% CI 0.43–0.45). If we were to strictly apply an arbitrary cost-effectiveness threshold equal to the NZ gross domestic product per capita (2011 purchasing power parity [PPP]–adjusted: US$30,300; €23,700; £21,200), our study suggests that trastuzumab (2011 PPP–adjusted US$45,400/€35,900/£21,900 for 1 y at formulary prices) may not be cost-effective for ER+ (which are 61% of all) node-positive HER2+ early breast cancer patients but cost-effective for ER−/PR− subtypes (37% of all cases) to age 69 y. Market entry of trastuzumab biosimilars will likely reduce the ICER to below this threshold for premenopausal ER+/PR− cancer but not for ER+/PR+ cancer. Sensitivity analysis using the best-case effectiveness measure for ER+ cancer had the same result. A key limitation was a lack of treatment-effect data by...
hormone receptor subtype. Heterogeneity was restricted to age and hormone receptor status; tumour size/grade heterogeneity could be explored in future work.

Conclusions

This study highlights how cost-effectiveness can vary greatly by heterogeneity in age and hormone receptor subtype. Resource allocation and licensing of subsidised therapies such as trastuzumab should consider demographic and clinical heterogeneity; there is currently a profound disconnect between how funding decisions are made (largely agnostic to heterogeneity) and the principles of personalised medicine.

Author Summary

Why Was This Study Done?

- Early-stage human epidermal growth factor receptor 2–positive (HER2+) breast cancer tends to be more aggressive and resistant to standard chemotherapy, resulting in a poorer prognosis.
- In patients where the cancer has spread regionally, a 12-mo course of trastuzumab (Herceptin, ~NZ$67,800 or ~€31,600 at 2011 ex-factory prices) is usually added to standard chemotherapy treatment, which further reduces the risk of death by a third.
- Economic evaluations in high-income countries have found that this use of trastuzumab generally provides value for money; however, its cost-effectiveness for specific subtypes of HER2+ breast cancer (defined by estrogen receptor [ER] and progesterone receptor [PR] status) is unknown.

What Did the Researchers Do and Find?

- A computer model was developed that simulated the life courses of patients from chemotherapy through to death from breast cancer or another cause, to estimate lifetime outcomes with and without trastuzumab therapy.
- In the model's results, patients with the breast cancer subtype with the worst prognosis (ER−/PR−) receive twice the health benefit (in quality-adjusted life-years, a measure of disease burden that considers the quality and quantity of life lived) of those with the subtype with the best prognosis (ER+/PR+) for trastuzumab therapy versus chemotherapy alone.
- For the worst prognosis subtype, the health system costs required to gain a quality-adjusted life-year were half of that for the best prognosis subtype.
What Do These Findings Mean?

- This study demonstrates the value of investigating cost-effectiveness by different subtypes within a disease, thus potentially allowing for a more targeted allocation of scarce health resources.
- These modelling results are not intended to act as guidelines to determine who should or should not receive treatment.

Introduction

Between 12% and 25% of breast cancer cases are human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) positive [1–3]. Tumours that are HER2+ tend to be more aggressive and more resistant to standard chemotherapy, resulting in a poorer prognosis [4]. Trastuzumab, a monoclonal antibody that binds the HER2 protein, was the first agent to target HER2+ breast cancer.

As an adjuvant treatment for early stage HER2+ breast cancer patients with node-positive disease or a tumour ≥ 1 cm, a 12-mo regimen of trastuzumab therapy compared with chemotherapy alone reduces the risk of death by a third (hazard ratio [HR] for overall survival [OS] = 0.66; 95% CI 0.57–0.77), although (usually reversible) cardiac dysfunction may occur [5]. This relative reduction in hazard appears to last for at least 10 y post-diagnosis [6].

At present, if patients meet left ventricular ejection fraction requirements at baseline and during treatment, clinical practice guidelines recommend a 12-mo regimen of trastuzumab, typically administered concurrently with a taxane, after prior anthracycline therapy [7–10]; efficacy data favour concurrent administration over sequential administration [5].

The optimal duration of trastuzumab therapy is unknown. The current 12-mo regimen is the result of the landmark Herceptin Adjuvant (HERA) [11], Breast Cancer International Research Group (BCIRG) 006 [12], North Central Cancer Treatment Group (NCCTG) N9831, and National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project (NSABP) B-31 trials [13]. In the HERA trial, 2 y of adjuvant trastuzumab was found to be not more effective than 1 y of treatment [14]. The PHARE trial compared 6 mo versus 12 mo of trastuzumab and failed to show non-inferiority of the shorter treatment regimen [15]. Other large trials comparing 9 wk, 3 mo, and 6 mo versus 12 mo of trastuzumab—regimens that are less cardiotoxic and would enable more patients to be treated for the same cost—are underway [16–18]. Until they report, a 12-mo regimen remains the standard of care.

While trastuzumab has been a breakthrough treatment for early stage breast cancer, it is a high-cost pharmaceutical; in New Zealand (NZ), administration of a 12-mo trastuzumab regimen costs NZ$74,000 (excluding confidential discounts negotiated by NZ’s national pharmaceutical agency, PHARMAC) on top of standard chemotherapy—at least according to the listed prices [19]. The UK National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) concluded that published economic evaluations have indicated that the 12-mo regimen can generally be considered cost-effective in the adjuvant setting as no study reported a base-case incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) above £30,000 (US$50,000) per quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) [20]. In most base-case analyses, the modelled patient cohort was assumed to be 50 y old (the median age) and from one of the landmark trials. However, when ICERs have been reported for older patient cohorts, age ≥ 75 y at treatment initiation, ICERs have typically been over €100,000, or US$100,000, per QALY [21–23]. Similarly, a Belgian study estimated that the
incremental cost per life-year gained for a HERA cohort aged 80+ at treatment initiation was over €450,000 for stage II breast cancers but only €57,802 for stage III tumours [24].

While those studies have highlighted the importance of heterogeneity by age (at treatment initiation) and tumour stage, no study has also investigated the cost-effectiveness by estrogen receptor (ER) and progesterone receptor (PR) status in early stage HER2+ breast cancer. A large Californian study of all the possible ER, PR, and HER2 combinations showed that patients with ER-negative subtypes have worse 5-y survival than those with HER2+ status [3].

As health system resources have to be prioritised, it is surprising that the cost-effectiveness of trastuzumab has not been more thoroughly examined by age and hormone receptor subtype. Therefore, this paper aims to estimate the cost-effectiveness of a 12-mo trastuzumab regimen, compared to standard chemotherapy alone, by the four ER/PR subtypes (ER+/PR+ has the best prognosis; ER−/PR− has the worst prognosis) and then by age of treatment initiation (age groups from 25–29 to 90–94 y) in early stage HER2+ breast cancer that has spread regionally (node positive). We hypothesised that trastuzumab therapy for women with HER2+ breast cancer may not be cost-effective for older patients, nor for the better prognosis subtypes (ER+/PR+, ER+/PR−, and ER−/PR+), and doubly so for older women with better prognosis subtypes.

Methods

Model

We constructed a Markov macro-simulation model (TreeAge Pro 2014, TreeAge Software) comparing the lifetime costs and effectiveness of adjuvant trastuzumab compared to chemotherapy alone for patients with node-positive HER2+ early breast cancer.

A hypothetical cohort clinically similar to those enrolled in the NSABP B-31 and NCCTG N9831 trials was considered, comprising 37% ER+/PR+, 15% ER+/PR−, 3% ER−/PR+, and 45% ER−/PR−. The trials’ concurrent trastuzumab treatment regimen most closely mirrored clinical practice in NZ, 94% of randomised patients had node-positive cancer, and the joint analysis of the two trials had the longest reported follow-up (median 8.4 y) of any of the landmark trials [6].

The Markov model tracked patients’ transitions among mutually exclusive health states that last a fixed length of time. The six health states in the Markov model are shown in Fig 1. During each 12-mo cycle, patients accumulate QALYs and costs. Transitions occur according to input probabilities.

Patients entered the model in the post-diagnosis state, after completing the first part of adjuvant chemotherapy (treatment with an anthracycline). In the chemotherapy-alone arm, patients received only a taxane during the 4-mo initial treatment period. In the trastuzumab arm, patients received the same 4-mo taxane chemotherapy regimen plus concurrent trastuzumab for a period of 12 mo to give the required total dosage of 110 mg per kilogram of body weight.

Patients receiving adjuvant trastuzumab may incur moderate or severe congestive heart failure (CHF), as defined by New York Heart Association (NYHA) class III and IV, respectively. This adverse event causes a permanent discontinuation of trastuzumab treatment and causes changes in both costs and quality of life. The model did not include breast cancer recurrence as a state explicitly, but its impact is estimated mathematically (see S1 Text). The benefit in terms of survival from trastuzumab is assumed to last 8 y. Death from breast cancer is preceded by an 11-mo pre-terminal and a 1-mo terminal state.

Clinical Data

The estimated incidence rates of invasive early breast cancer were calculated using New Zealand Cancer Registry data linked to census data [25]. Breast cancer mortality rates were
estimated using excess mortality rate (the “extra” mortality from breast cancer, the mortality analogue of relative survival) modelling [26] on New Zealand Cancer Registry data linked to mortality data. We had excess mortality rate (EMR) equations by SEER cancer stage (i.e., local and regional) [27] from previous work [28]. However, EMRs by local or regional stage do not capture the heterogeneity in prognosis by other clinical characteristics. Prognosis within regional breast cancer varies markedly by ER/PR status, HER2 status, tumour grade, etc. [29]. In order to incorporate this heterogeneity by prognosis into our analysis, we recalibrated the existing EMR equations to match four more detailed invasive HER2+ early breast cancer subtypes, as defined by regional spread, ER status, and PR status. Briefly, EMRs were calculated for each breast cancer subtype using the relative risk (RR) of mortality, and proportionate incidence, by subtype, calibrated to give the same total EMR as observed with the NZ cancer data followed up for mortality. The RR for OS at diagnosis was taken from the joint analysis of the B-31 and N9831 trials (HR = 0.63; 95% CI 0.54–0.73) [6]. This RR was mathematically converted to RRs for breast cancer death by age (Table 1), by allowing for competing mortality from cancer and other causes. Further details on this calibration are provided in S1 Text.

The rate of CHF in the trastuzumab arm was taken from the N9831 and B-31 trials and NZ observational data. Both cardiac mortality and the rate of CHF were assumed to be those expected in the background population in the chemotherapy-alone arm. To simplify the model, in the base case all patients incurring CHF did so at 6 mo [31] and subsequently discontinued adjuvant trastuzumab, receiving half the benefit from the drug. Symptoms from CHF were assumed to be reversible, lasting 6 mo [37].
Table 1. Key model parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Best Estimate</th>
<th>Variation</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mortality rates</td>
<td>Probability of death from breast cancer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EMRs for regional breast cancer from New Zealand Cancer Registry data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Probability of death from other causes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mortality rates from NZ life tables incorporating heterogeneity by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sociodemographic stratum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trastuzumab-related parameters</td>
<td>HR for breast cancer death for trastuzumab versus chemotherapy alone (by age of treatment initiation)</td>
<td>Log-normal distribution</td>
<td></td>
<td>N9831 and B-31 follow-up [6] adjusted from death from all causes to death from breast cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age &lt; 40 y</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>SE(lnRR) = 0.078</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 40–49 y</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>SE(lnRR) = 0.084</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 50–59 y</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>SE(lnRR) = 0.106</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age ≥ 60 y</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>SE(lnRR) = 0.136</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHF rate (NYHA class III or IV)</td>
<td>Trastuzumab</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>SE(lnRR) = 0.211</td>
<td>From post-anthracycline therapy in the N9831 and B-31 trials [31,32] and NZ observational data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chemotherapy alone</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease model states</td>
<td>Diagnosis and treatment duration</td>
<td>4 mo</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Period of taxane chemotherapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-terminal duration</td>
<td>11 mo prior to entering terminal state</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Derived from Australian burden of disease models [33,34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Terminal duration</td>
<td>1 mo prior to death</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Same as above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Statistical cure time-point</td>
<td>20 y</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Same as above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disability weights</td>
<td>Diagnosis and treatment disability weight</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>Beta distribution; Alpha 1 = 17.57; Alpha 2 = 72.99</td>
<td>Derived from 2010 GBD Study adapted for NZ [33,35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-terminal disability weight</td>
<td>0.513</td>
<td>Alpha 1 = 19.59; Alpha 2 = 18.60</td>
<td>Same as above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Terminal disability weight</td>
<td>0.521</td>
<td>Alpha 1 = 18.75; Alpha 2 = 17.24</td>
<td>Same as above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remission disability weight</td>
<td>0.174a</td>
<td>Alpha 1 = 17.14; Alpha 2 = 81.34</td>
<td>Same as above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHF disability weight</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>Alpha 1 = 39.29; Alpha 2 = 401.8</td>
<td>Derived from 2010 GBD Study [35] and NYHA class III and IV CHF weightings from trials [36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duration of CHF</td>
<td>6 mo</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>B-31 trial [37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td>Population health system costs</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gamma distribution with SE of ±10%</td>
<td>Linked administrative health data for the entire NZ population by age from Ministry of Health databases [33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intervention costs</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gamma distribution with SE of ±10%</td>
<td>Various Ministry of Health, District Health Board, and PHARMAC sources, as described elsewhere [38]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discounted at 20% per annum from end of year 1.

GBD Study, Global Burden of Disease Study; n/a, not applicable; SE, standard error.

doi:10.1371/journal.pmed.1002067.t001

Costs

Costs were estimated from a NZ health system perspective and are in year 2011 values (adjusted using the NZ consumer price index) [38]. A discount rate of 3% per annum was applied to both costs and benefits. All costs exclude Goods and Services Tax.
Unit costs of the components of each intervention and the number of resource units consumed are shown in Table 2. Baseline health system costs derived from the real costs for patients with regional breast cancer in NZ are included in the model. Because these costs already include the real costs for chemotherapy averaged across all patients with early breast cancer, only the incremental cost of the trastuzumab administration (and related toxicities) compared with chemotherapy alone are included in the intervention costs. Diagnosis and treatment costs include initial diagnosis and staging of breast cancer, surgery, radiotherapy, and administration of standard chemotherapy.
To calculate the dosage of trastuzumab, we adopted the 70-kg average female body weight used by NZ pharmacists. Intervention costs were based on concurrent administration of trastuzumab every 3 wk (IV 8 mg/kg loading dose then 6 mg/kg every 3 wk) for a period of 12 mo. In addition, we considered the cardiac monitoring costs of patients receiving trastuzumab: echocardiography or multigated acquisition (MUGA) scan performed quarterly until end of treatment, as is current practice in NZ. The cost of 6 mo of clinical management of CHF was derived from a published NZ economic evaluation [41]. No additional long-term healthcare costs were assumed for patients incurring CHF.

Population health system costs are those downstream costs incurred or averted as a result of the intervention; both related and unrelated health system costs are included. The excess costs for regional breast cancer patients at different stages of their care (diagnosis/treatment, remission, and pre-terminal and terminal for those dying from cancer) were estimated using gamma regression. Following van Baal et al. [44], we separately determined the expected costs in the last 6 mo of life for those dying from causes other than cancer.

Quality of Life

In this model, we use modified QALYs, which incorporate disability weights (DWs), rather than utilities, and allow for expected background morbidity. DWs were sourced from the 2010 Global Burden of Disease Study [35] with modification to the NZ distribution of cancers [33]; the DWs for each nonfatal model state are shown in Table 1. Expected population morbidity was allowed for by using the average ethnicity- and age-specific prevalent years of life lived with disability (pYLD) from the NZ Burden of Disease Study [33], thus limiting the maximum QALYs^{DW} that can be gained with increasing age. It is critical to note that the own population’s life table is used for QALY^{DW} calculations, rather than an “ideal” life table, as is used for calculation of disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs) in burden of disease studies, and no age weighting is used. That is, the QALYs^{DW} we estimate are standard QALYs, but using DWs to value health states.

Patients who do not die from breast cancer or other causes remain in the remission stage for a maximum of 20 y, during which time they accumulate the QALYs^{DW} associated with the remission DW. After that, they return to a state of normal health where their morbidity is the same as that of others of the same age and ethnicity who have not experienced breast cancer. Those dying of breast cancer assume the higher DWs of the pre-terminal phase for the final 11 mo prior to the terminal phase and of the terminal phase for the last month of life. No additional DW is assigned prior to death for those dying of other causes, but costs are adjusted for the higher costs of the last 6 mo of life.

Analyses

ICERs and incremental QALYs^{DW} and costs were calculated for each of the four individual ER/PR subtypes, and the values for the subtypes were pooled together, by 5-y age group from 25–29 to 90–94 y, for adjuvant trastuzumab compared to chemotherapy alone. We averaged across the heterogeneity in ethnicity and deprivation (socioeconomic stratum) in all results.

Monte Carlo simulation was used to address parameter uncertainty, with 2,000 draws from input parameters based on the following distributions: log-normal distribution for the HR for OS; beta distributions for the proportions experiencing DWs; gamma distributions for costs (see Table 1). Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves were calculated for each ER/PR subtype.

In sensitivity analyses, we reran models for a range of scenarios to assess the impact of structural assumptions: discount rate set at 0% or 6% per annum; cost of trastuzumab decreased by 30% (from 2011 NZ$67,812 to NZ$47,469) to mimic biosimilar competition; the benefit in terms of survival from trastuzumab (i.e., the effect size) was extended to 20 y; HR for OS
reduced (from 0.63 to 0.49) for the three better prognosis subtypes (ER+/PR+, ER+/PR−, and ER−/PR+) as a proxy for treatment-effect heterogeneity; benefit received on 6-mo discontinuation of trastuzumab increased to 75%; all DWs and pYLD rates removed (to therefore generate life-years gained rather than QALYsDW); and unrelated health system offset costs removed.

We also conducted a range of one-way sensitivity analyses, using the 2.5th and 97.5th percentile values of input parameters (expected values only; no uncertainty about input parameters), to assess which input parameters contributed the most to the uncertainty in the model incremental QALYsDW and cost outputs and ICERs. This economic evaluation was conducted in accordance with the Consolidated Health Economic Evaluation Reporting Standards (CHEERS) guidelines [45].

**Results**

**Base Case**

The model calculated that adjuvant trastuzumab improved 20-y OS from 65% to 73% and 10-y OS from 74% to 82.5% in the median age group 50–54 y with the same hormone receptor subtype distribution as in the N9831 and B-31 clinical trials [13]. Model-derived survival curves did not differ from the results of the N9831 and B-31 clinical trials at 10 y (Fig 2) [6]. For the age group 50–54 y, adjuvant trastuzumab resulted in 0.74 (for the ER+/PR+ [best prognosis] subtype) to 1.72 (for the ER−/PR− [worst prognosis] subtype) QALYsDW gained per patient treated (Table 3); patients with ER−/PR− cancer benefited from 2.33 (95% CI 2.29–2.37) times greater QALY gains than ER+/PR+ patients. Incremental costs per patient ranged from NZ$72,581 (ER+/PR+) to NZ$73,771 (ER−/PR−). There was little variation in incremental costs by age group or subtype, with cost-effectiveness driven mainly by differences in QALYsDW gains. This resulted in ICERs from below NZ$45,000 (ER−/PR−) to nearly NZ$100,000 (ER+/PR+) per QALYsDW.

Pooling the subtypes for the age group 50–54 y, using subtype weighting from the N9831 and B-31 trials and NZ ethnicity and deprivation weighting, gives an incremental 1.31 QALYsDW gained and an incremental cost of NZ$73,379, with an ICER of NZ$56,050. At willingness-to-pay thresholds of NZ$45,000 and NZ$90,000, there is a 0.182 and 0.973 probability, respectively, that trastuzumab would be cost-effective (Fig 3). As the ICER for the worst prognosis (ER−/PR−) subtype is less than half (0.44 times; 95% CI 0.43–0.45) that for the best prognosis (ER+/PR+) subtype, the former has a 24% lower and the latter a 75% higher ICER than the estimate for the pooled subtypes.

![Overall survival](https://example.com/overall_survival.png)

**Fig 2. Overall survival.** Curves indicate model outputs. Diamond and triangle markers indicate reported 10-y OS from the N9831 and B-31 trials [6].

doi:10.1371/journal.pmed.1002067.g002
Table 3. Base-case incremental QALYs and costs (2011 New Zealand dollars) per woman treated and ICERs (2011 New Zealand dollars), by age group and subtype.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output by Age Group</th>
<th>ER+/PR+</th>
<th>ER+/PR−</th>
<th>ER−/PR+</th>
<th>ER−/PR−</th>
<th>Pooled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Incremental QALY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–44 y</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–54 y</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55–64 y</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65–74 y</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75–84 y</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥85 y</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Incremental cost</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–44 y</td>
<td>71,770</td>
<td>71,783</td>
<td>71,492</td>
<td>71,304</td>
<td>71,554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–54 y</td>
<td>72,370</td>
<td>72,656</td>
<td>73,144</td>
<td>73,202</td>
<td>72,811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55–64 y</td>
<td>73,059</td>
<td>73,609</td>
<td>74,624</td>
<td>74,791</td>
<td>73,988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65–74 y</td>
<td>72,911</td>
<td>73,504</td>
<td>74,401</td>
<td>74,469</td>
<td>73,746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75–84 y</td>
<td>69,279</td>
<td>69,250</td>
<td>68,648</td>
<td>68,307</td>
<td>68,818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥85 y</td>
<td>62,857</td>
<td>62,482</td>
<td>61,219</td>
<td>60,753</td>
<td>61,805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ICER</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–44 y</td>
<td>73,529</td>
<td>56,181</td>
<td>37,003</td>
<td>34,206</td>
<td>46,151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–54 y</td>
<td>98,687</td>
<td>74,469</td>
<td>47,272</td>
<td>43,160</td>
<td>59,319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55–64 y</td>
<td>96,680</td>
<td>73,735</td>
<td>48,117</td>
<td>44,293</td>
<td>59,674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65–74 y</td>
<td>102,266</td>
<td>79,335</td>
<td>54,172</td>
<td>50,564</td>
<td>65,751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75–84 y</td>
<td>170,176</td>
<td>130,817</td>
<td>87,237</td>
<td>80,857</td>
<td>105,894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥85 y</td>
<td>337,945</td>
<td>255,681</td>
<td>162,962</td>
<td>148,919</td>
<td>198,365</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 3. Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves.

doi:10.1371/journal.pmed.1002067.g003
In general, trastuzumab cost below NZ$45,000 per QALY\textsuperscript{DW} gained for the two ER\textsuperscript{−} subtypes up to age 70 y. It was less cost-effective (below NZ$90,000 per QALY\textsuperscript{DW} gained) for the two ER\textsuperscript{−} subtypes between the ages 70 and 79 y and for the two ER\textsuperscript{+} subtypes up to age 70 y. Full results by 5-y age group are available in S3 Table.

**Sensitivity Analyses**

Focusing on the median age group 50–54 y\cite{41} weighted by subtype, ethnicity, and deprivation, the one-way sensitivity analysis (Fig 4) shows that the main drivers of uncertainty in the ICER are uncertainties in the cost of trastuzumab and the risk ratio for EMRs. Other input parameters had little impact. In scenario analyses (Fig 5), discounting had the largest impact, with a 0% discount rate giving an ICER of NZ$37,200. The cost of trastuzumab decreasing by 30% had the next largest impact, with an ICER of NZ$41,300 (full results in S7 Table; summarised in Table 4), followed by the survival benefit from trastuzumab being extended to 20 y (ICER: NZ$50,400). Simulating treatment-effect heterogeneity (HR = 0.49) for the three better prognosis subtypes increased incremental QALY\textsuperscript{DW} by 41% to 47% over the base case, leading to similar cost-effectiveness results as the cost of trastuzumab decreasing by 30% (full results in S6 Table). The remaining scenarios had a minor effect. For the scenario of removing all DWs and pYLD rates, trastuzumab provided a 20.2-mo survival advantage, resulting in an incremental cost per life-year gained of NZ$43,500 (not shown in Fig 5).

**Discussion**

One of the strengths of this study is that it is, as far as we are aware, the first to explore the cost-effectiveness of adjuvant trastuzumab in early stage HER2+ breast cancer by heterogeneity

---

*Fig 4. One-way sensitivity analysis: tornado plot for pooled subtypes for the age group 50–54 y.*

doi:10.1371/journal.pmed.1002067.g004
in ER/PR subtype and age. This is an important development in the literature as ER status can matter more than HER2 status for breast cancer survival [3]. Our findings suggest that incremental QALYs\textsuperscript{Dw} (henceforth QALYs) for trastuzumab versus chemotherapy alone are between 2.1 to 2.3 times higher for the worst prognosis (ER\textsuperscript{−}/PR\textsuperscript{−}) subtype compared to the best prognosis (ER+/PR+) subtype, causing ICERs for the former to be less than half those of the latter.

We found that the cost-effectiveness of trastuzumab varies markedly by both age and hormone receptor status. Strictly applying a "rule of thumb" cost-effectiveness threshold of gross domestic product per capita (NZ$45,000 [2011 PPP-adjusted: US$30,300; €23,700; £21,200]), our NZ study suggests that trastuzumab may not be cost-effective for patients with ER+ node-positive HER2+ breast cancer (approximately 61% of expected node-positive HER2+ early breast cancer patients) [3], and that trastuzumab is highly cost-effective up to the age group 40–44 y for ER+/PR\textsuperscript{−} breast cancer (3% of cases) [3] and up to the age group 65–69 y for ER\textsuperscript{−}/PR\textsuperscript{−} breast cancer (37% of cases) [3]. If the cost of trastuzumab was 30% lower (NZ$47,469 for a 12-mo course), such as in the launch price of the trastuzumab biosimilar (Herzuma) approved in South Korea, then trastuzumab’s cost-effectiveness remains unchanged for ER+/PR+, is now cost-effective up to the age group 40–44 y for ER+/PR\textsuperscript{−}, and is cost-effective up to the age group 70–74 y for both the ER\textsuperscript{−}/PR+ and ER–/PR\textsuperscript{−} subtypes (Table 4).

At this point, we feel that it is important to make it clear that these calculations are intended to illustrate how cost-effectiveness varies with different parameters, rather than to act as guidelines to determine who should or should not receive treatment; for instance, oncologists have to consider patient comorbidities, wishes, toxicities, and other factors. Our analysis adds to a growing body of examples of how incorporating heterogeneity in cost-utility analyses can result in more informed decision making. Ignoring this heterogeneity risks masking that an intervention that is cost-effective on average for a population may not be so for specific population subgroups (e.g., by age or disease severity), or vice versa, resulting in suboptimal resource allocation [46].
For example, in patients aged 60–64 y, the average cost-effectiveness of trastuzumab across all HER2+ early invasive breast cancer with regional spread was estimated at NZ$54,316 per QALY. This is not cost-effective by our arbitrary NZ$45,000 per QALY threshold, so it is possible that a policy-maker may decide not to fund trastuzumab for that age group at all. Although this example is rather contrived—as trastuzumab is typically funded for patients in high-income countries for this age group—it does demonstrate that if heterogeneity in baseline prognosis was incorporated into the economic evaluation, a policy-maker may consider funding trastuzumab for the subgroup of HER2+ breast cancer patients with the poorer prognosis (ER−) subtypes (as it is more cost-effective).

There is already good consensus on the value of incorporating heterogeneity in economic evaluations [47]. It allows different decisions to be made for dissimilar subgroups, with the potential to deliver greater population health gains and cost savings [48]. In spite of this, economic evaluations often pay limited attention to heterogeneity for reasons already well identified [46,49].

We included heterogeneity by clinical characteristics (prognosis) and patient demographics (age at treatment initiation). There was inadequate evidence to suggest significant treatment-effect heterogeneity [6]: it is biologically possible but remains contested [50]. Our four breast cancer subtypes are based on characteristics routinely identified as part of breast cancer staging and are therefore both biologically and clinically meaningful. However, Sculpher [46] commented that it may not be considered acceptable to use age to define subgroups if there is no age effect on the treatment or the disease, as is the case in this study.

Our ICERs for the subtypes combined are comparable to those from previous international research. For example, the cost-effectiveness estimate for the age group 50–54 y weighted by subtype from this model, NZ$56,050 per QALY, is similar to values from a number of previously conducted economic evaluations using the N9831 and B-31 trial data, which, when adjusted to 2011 NZ dollars, range from NZ$15,489 [21] to NZ$73,643 [51] per QALY in the base case. Base-case incremental QALYs from those studies varied from 1.42 [51] to 1.7 [52], if the study with a 15-y time horizon was excluded [21]. Our study’s 1.31 incremental QALYs falls below those estimates due to our incorporation of background morbidity.

In Italy and the US, Liberato et al. [21] found that trastuzumab was cost-effective for patients up to age 70 y but not for those older; that is, at age 80 y under two different scenarios, ICERs were €102,628 (2005 values; 2011 NZ$218,609) and US$112,587 (2005 values; 2011 NZ$207,841) per QALY. A similar ICER was reported by a Belgian study [23] based on the HERA trial. These ICERs, where all subtypes are aggregated, are 70% to 80% higher than the pooled subtype estimate for the age group 80–84 y in this study, at 2011 NZ$119,142 (ranging from NZ$93,369 [ER+/PR+] to NZ$198,669 [ER+/PR+]). While their results suggest that trastuzumab treatment may not be cost-effective for this older age group, incorporating the latest evidence on effectiveness and the introduction of trastuzumab biosimilars (the patent on

| Table 4. Scenario analysis: cost of trastuzumab decreases by 30%. |  |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Age Group | ICER (2011 NZ Dollars) by Subtype | ER+/PR+ | ER+/PR− | ER−/PR+ | ER−/PR− | Pooled |
| 25–44 y | 53,607 | 41,024 | 27,100 | 25,065 | 33,734 |
| 45–54 y | 72,143 | 54,581 | 34,850 | 31,864 | 43,587 |
| 55–64 y | 71,024 | 54,386 | 35,800 | 33,024 | 44,187 |
| 65–74 y | 75,379 | 58,753 | 40,504 | 37,886 | 48,892 |
| 75–84 y | 124,766 | 96,235 | 64,653 | 60,032 | 78,177 |
| ≥85 y | 246,127 | 186,488 | 119,282 | 109,108 | 144,974 |

doi:10.1371/journal.pmed.1002067.t004
Herceptin in the EU expired in 2014) is likely to make treatment more cost-effective for patients with the poorer prognosis (ER−) subtypes. The only previous analysis from a NZ perspective was a PHARMAC technology assessment report [41,53]. This report’s ICER estimate for the 12-mo concurrent treatment regimen, incorporating a confidential trastuzumab price discount, was in the range NZ$ $35,000 to NZ$50,000 (2008 values; 2011 NZ$38,171 to NZ $54,530) per QALY. A key deficiency of most previous analyses is the failure to explicitly model age and subtype; ICERs vary profoundly by age and subtype and, in our view, should be considered in resource allocation and licensing of subsidised therapies such as trastuzumab.

Reimbursement for adjuvant trastuzumab in node-positive HER2+ early breast cancer is not generally controversial in high-income countries, and there is evidence to suggest that there is a higher willingness to pay for cancer treatments; for instance, the UK government established the Cancer Drugs Fund in 2010 to pay for cancer treatments that have, among other things, been rejected by NICE under its reference case analysis. However, in low- and middle-income countries, where breast cancer incidence is increasing [54], financing access to this treatment is likely to place a significant burden on constrained health resources [55,56]. We hope that our heterogeneity analysis will assist in prioritisation there.

Strengths and Limitations

Strengths of this model include the wealth of epidemiological data in NZ upon which the model was able to draw, including analyses by heterogeneity and population health system costs, allowing inclusion of both related and unrelated costs throughout the patients’ lifetimes. QALYs\textsuperscript{DW} were used as the measure of health consequences in this analysis. Our analyses could be repeated with QALYs using the many available sets of utilities that have been obtained from breast cancer patients, but these utilities are likely to have a negligible influence on the ICER, given the trivial impact of the uncertainty in DWs shown in the tornado plot (Fig 4).

EMR ratios (EMRRs) were calibrated by age of treatment initiation using the latest updated HR for OS (HR = 0.63; 95% CI 0.54–0.73) from the N9831 and B-31 trials [6]; further details are available in S1 Text. We show in this paper that it is possible to calibrate the model to these heterogeneous strata. Whilst the calibration may not be perfect, such examination of heterogeneity undoubtedly yields a more thorough analysis than simply presenting pooled averages. Note that we assumed that within a particular age group the effect of trastuzumab is homogeneous across ER/PR strata and that differences in cost-effectiveness are driven simply by the different baseline survival rates in these groups.

A limitation of this approach is that the HR (used for the EMRRs) was derived from an intention-to-treat analysis where 20% of patients in the N9831 and B-31 trials’ chemotherapy-alone arms crossed over to the trastuzumab arms once the interim results were published, as it would not have been ethical to withhold a more effective treatment [6]. The HR from the Cochrane meta-analysis [5] (HR = 0.64; 95% CI 0.53–0.76) used data only from before any such crossover occurred, therefore precluding the possibility of a longer follow-up. Thus, the HR and EMRRs used in our model are likely to underestimate trastuzumab’s true treatment effect.

Noncardiac side effects of trastuzumab therapy were not included in the model, as sensitivity analyses in previous economic evaluations showed that they make little difference to cost-effectiveness. There is recent growing confidence in the cardiac safety of trastuzumab [37], and cardiac monitoring requirements are moving towards a less cautious approach. Temporary interruptions to trastuzumab treatment have not been modelled, as they are likely to have a small impact (on costs) as patients complete the regimen.

This analysis was modelled to occur within the current structure of the NZ health system. The regimens used are from international guidelines and are likely to be largely similar in other
countries. The cost-effectiveness of various strategies used to test HER2 status, which is out of the scope of this model, has been reported previously [22,57]. A large European survey [58] reported the average (ex-factory) price of trastuzumab to be €616 per 150-mg vial in 2011, with a low of €480 in the UK and a high of €750 in Switzerland. External price referencing was the most commonly used (23 of 27 countries) price control procedure, where the price of a medicine is set on the basis of the price in one or several countries. The US Medicare payment allowance limit for 150 mg of trastuzumab in 2011 was $850 (US$1,087 adjusted for PPP) [59]. Cost in NZ was $710 (NZ$1,350 adjusted for PPP), which would place it within the above range; thus, we believe our results are generalisable to high-income countries. No information on official or commercial discounts and rebates was available in Leopold et al.’s European survey [58] or in NZ. For comparison in a middle-income country, a 150-mg vial of Roche’s off-brand trastuzumab, Herclon, costs 26,000 rupees in India [60]. This is equivalent to €1,345 after adjusting for PPP, double the cost in Europe.

 DWs in our model are from the 2010 Global Burden of Disease Study, with only minor adaptation for NZ, and are thus internationally valid. The calibration of our model output OS versus the latest reported (10-y) OS from the N9831 and B-31 trials [6] shows a close match.

Future Work

The present economic evaluation can be improved upon in the future. Heterogeneity can be further explored by the number of involved nodes, tumour size/grade, and cardiovascular risk factors. Although we used the latest available follow-up effectiveness measures from the pivotal trials and supplemented this with local NZ observational data, several shorter-regimen trials are due to report their results, as discussed previously. A meta-analysis of such trials will inform the decision regarding the optimal duration of trastuzumab therapy.

The patent on Herceptin expired in 2014 in the EU and will expire in the US in 2019. Although a trastuzumab biosimilar has not yet been approved via the EU centralised procedure, reduced-cost trastuzumab biosimilars (Hertraz from Mylan, and Herzuma from Celltrion) have been approved in other jurisdictions, and several other pharmaceutical companies have trastuzumab biosimilars in the pipeline [61]. While the expected lower cost of biosimilars may make trastuzumab more cost-effective in previously less-viable patient subgroups, cost pressures are likely to continue as new treatments are being trialled for HER2+ early breast cancer patients. For example, intravenous pertuzumab (administered with trastuzumab and standard chemotherapy) is currently being evaluated in the adjuvant context in patients with HER2+ early breast cancer in the APHINITY trial [62]. Finally, this study demonstrates that cost-utility analysis should consider demographic and clinical heterogeneity. It is ironic that in the age of personalised medicine being invoked to improve patient outcomes, we do not more explicitly consider heterogeneity in deciding what to fund.
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